EXPLORE TOGETHER

Discover, learn, and draw how plants and animals make The High Line their home!
1. Hi friends! Walk to the Diller - Von Furstenberg Sundeck at 14th Street

2. Look closely at the soil! What do you see? Worms eat and eat to make the soil full of nutrients. I can't do all this work myself! Draw me more worm friends to help the plants grow!

3. Look around! The High Line is a habitat (or home) to many creatures and plants. Can you find water, food, and sunlight these plants and animals need to live?

4. Make it your own!
   - Color the drawing.
   - Find a spot in the sky to draw the sun.
   - Draw in other things you see...
Major support for High Line Families comes from Deutsche Bank. This program is supported, in part, with public funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the New York City Council.

MetLife Foundation is a Supporting Sponsor of High Line Families.

Friends of the High Line raises 98% of the High Line’s operating budget.

Stay connected with @highlinenyc